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iroshima is home to two orld eritage ites and attracts many tourists from all over apan and abroad
throughout the year n this tour you will not only visit the tomic omb ome and tsukushima hrine
two orld eritage ites but also some of the most popular sightseeing spots in iroshima and our
private guide will show you all the charms of iroshima

verview

o start the tour you will go on a sightseeing tour of iroshima city visiting places like the hukkeien
arden and iroshima astle before heading to the tomic omb ome iroshima is famously known as
the place where the world's first atomic bomb was dropped and the iroshima eace emorial ark
where the ome is located is filled with spots meant to educate and pass on the tragic memories of war
to future generations and offer prayers for peace for the past generations
fterwards you will take a ferry that connects the two orld eritage ites directly to iyajima where
tsukushima hrine is located tsukushima hrine has a history of more than
years and the island
itself is a mysterious place that has been regarded as an object of worship n addition to tsukushima
hrine our guide will also recommend other noteworthy spots on the island such as enjyo kaku and
aisho in so you can fully enjoy your visit to the island
his tour is also a great way to enjoy some local food which is another essential part of sightseeing in
iroshima e'll introduce you to some of the best local restaurants to enjoy iroshima's local delicacies
like okonomiyaki oysters and momiji manju!

anguage upport

ith this efficient itinerary planned by our private guide you will be able to enjoy iroshima in just one day!
his is a recommended tour if you want to spend the best day possible in iroshima
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Ⅰ isit two orld eritage ites think seriously about war and
peace and have a mystical experience on an island where the
ods dwell

nique elling oints

he tomic omb ome and tsukushima hrine two of the
most famous tourist attractions in iroshima hold unforgettable
memories of iroshima's sadness and its long history of faith
uring the tour our guide will explain the story behind their
designation as orld eritage ites as well as other stories
behind each site allowing you to fully connect with the
experience e are sure you will be able to experience the
charm of iroshima to its fullest
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Ⅱ ith our tour you can use public transportation to smoothly
visit places that would be hard by yourself

nique elling oints

rom among the many popular sightseeing spots in the city we
have carefully selected the ones where you can enjoy iroshima
to the fullest ith our guide leading the way you can rest
assured that you will not have to worry about getting lost in the
complexities of getting around on your own You will also use
ferries to get to two major orld eritage ites so you will be
able to enjoy a luxurious time looking out over the port of
iroshima and the beautiful eto nland ea

画像２

Ⅲ isit our recommended restaurants for iroshima's popular
local foods okonomiyaki oysters and momiji manju

nique elling oints

recautionary considerations

iroshima is also known for its local food with okonomiyaki
being one of the most famous dishes iroshima's okonomiyaki
is characterised by the fact that the batter and ingredients are
served without mixing and noodles are added at the end or
lunch on the tour you will visit a famous iroshima style
okonomiyaki restaurant e sure to try the hot and filling lunch
made on the teppan grill right in front of your eyes!

・ he restaurant
itchan is closed on ondays lease note we reserve the
rights to also change other locations visited in the event they are closed

画像３

eet up and explanation
iroshima tation south ticket gate
・ hukkeien arden
min
・ iroshima astle
min
・ tomic omb ome
min
・ iroshima eace emorial useum
min
・ konomiyaki itchan Yokokawa ranch
min
・ iroshima orld eritage oute
min
・ iyajima motesando hopping treet
min
・ tsukushima hrine
min
・ aihonzan aisho in
min
・ enjyo kaku ( oyokuni hrine)
min
・ achiya treet
min

n case of bad weather
emergency delay or no show

【 utline of each spot】
hukkeien arden beautiful apanese garden with well kept greenery his is a great place to start your sightseeing in
iroshima and can be reached on foot from iroshima tation You can enjoy a lively time feeding the colourful carp in the pond
and a quiet time admiring the sophisticated garden with its serene atmosphere
iroshima astle he original castle was destroyed by the atomic bombing but was rebuilt after the war rom the outside of the
castle you can enjoy its majestic appearance and once inside you can look out over the city from the castle tower t is also a
valuable historical spot where you can learn about the samurai culture
tomic omb ome he tomic omb ome is a symbolic spot where you can learn about the history of war he atomic bomb
exploded almost directly above this building which was later rebuilt as a monument to preserve the memory of the bombing and its
tragic shape o this day it’s still visited by a lot of people its breathtakingly tragic sight resonating with visitors from all over
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time it will be treated as a no show

minutes of the agreed
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iroshima eace emorial useum museum where you can comprehensively learn about war and the atomic bombing through
many different materials videos and explanations he museum exhibits a variety of stories of people's experiences as well as
scientific materials about the atomic bombing making it a place where you can feel the tragedy of war and the importance of
peace
konomiyaki itchan Yokokawa ranch his is a restaurant specialising in okonomiyaki a famous local dish iroshima's
okonomiyaki is characterised by the fact that the batter and ingredients are served without mixing and noodles are added at the
end s the dish is cooked on a teppan grill in front of you be sure to enjoy the process as well! he iroshima way of eating
okonomiyaki is to use a spatula and eat directly from the teppan grill while it is still hot
iroshima orld eritage oute ake a direct ferry from the tomic omb ome to iyajima s there are no trains or buses to
transfer to there is no need to worry about getting tired njoy a relaxing view of the port of iroshima and the beautiful eto
nland ea
iyajima motesando hopping treet his shopping street is iyajima’s main street and is often crowded with tourists ere
you can find a variety of iyajima's local gourmet foods such as momiji manju oysters as well as fine local good like shamoji rice
paddles used to serve and stir rice hop to your heart’s content walk around and enjoy the unique taste of iyajima
tsukushima hrine tsukushima hrine is the pride of iroshima a orld eritage ite and the symbol of iyajima a solemn and
elegant shrine built on the sea he overwhelming beauty of the scenery radiating from the vermilion shrine pavilions is breathtaking
and once inside you will feel a spiritual breeze flowing through the air njoy the spectacular view of the sea and the vermilion
colour of the structures
aihonzan aisho in he oldest temple on iyajima built over
years ago t is known as one of the most sacred spots on
iyajima where you can see many izo statues wearing colourful hats and enjoy the unique worshipping experience of walking
inside a pitch black hall representing a mother’s womb t is also a great place to see the beautiful autumn leaves

nsurance upport
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enjyo kaku ( oyokuni hrine) his shrine is the perfect place to spend some healing time on iyajima he aikyodo which is the
size of about five doubles tennis courts has no plank walls and its natural ceiling and pillars are exposed njoy the slow flow of
time as you feel the unique silent atmosphere of this shrine
achiya treet n the other side of the main shopping street crowded with tourists there is a quiet old fashioned streetscape
achiya treet is lined with the workshops of craftsmen who have passed on their traditional skills as well as general merchandise
stores and offers a very different atmosphere from the main street
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